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Defending the Counter-attack
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NOTES
Set-up: Players are split into three teams (Two attacking and 1 Defending)

Click to insert session diagram

The defending team has 10 secs to win possession of the ball (first pass is free).
If the defending team fails to get the ball in that time, they get a point (Teams rotate every 10
secs). Team with the most points "loses" (each team has 4 attempts as the Def team)
Concept: The defending team must work in unison to force the ball into a specific area of the field,
block off any supporting attackers and any passing lanes.
Coaching Points:
Communication is key to success in this activity. Who is pressing the ball? Where is the team trying
to force the ball? Do you need to move team mates based on the mobility of the attackers?
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2 v 1 + 1. Set-up: 20 yard channel (12 yard width) Organization:
Attacking team lines up in pairs and attacks the goal
The Defending team splits into two; one high defender (who makes the recovery run and one low
defender who starts the activity) - If DEF teams wins possession, they dribble out of the channel to
score (3 min rotations. Defenders rotate positions after 90 secs) - Players track goals scored.
DEF #1 passes to an attacker, then moves into position to defend. DEF#2 cannot start their
recovery run until the ATT. has touched the ball.
Coaching points: Angle and speed of approach by DEF #1, plus decision making skills (Delay or
challenge?). Can they force the play away from goal or toward the recovering Def?.
DEF #2 must recover quickly and decide to support DEF #1 or challenge the ATT.

3v2+1
Set-up 30 yard channel. Width of penalty box.
Objective is similar as above, but there are now TWO Defenders against three attackers. DEF #3
cannot start their recovery run until an ATT. has touched the ball.
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If the Defending team wins possession, they must counter attack by dribbling over the half way
line (and inside the width of the playing area) - 3 min. rotations as above
Coaching Points:
1. Can the central defender move the line-up to condense the space available for ATT's?
2. How does the team work together zonally when attackers interchange positions?
3. Communication: "Step" on passes going backwards, "slide" on any lateral passes by ATT's
5v3+2
Set-up: half field using the full width of the playing area. (The session was run in an indoor facility)
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The GK starts by throwing out to an attacking midfielder. Attackers play 5 v 3 with the TWO wide
mid's (for white) recovering when the attacking MF has touched the ball. (The Def team score by
winning possession and passing through any of the three goals).
The white team now have the use of a #6 (Holding mid) to help delay the attack, screen balls into
strikers' feet and drop into the defensive line should a center back need to slide into a wide area.
Coaching Points As above Plus:. How can the defending team stay connected in their TWO lines of
play? (Two Def's and three Mids)
- End with a 7 v 7 Game **Not shown on page** Both teams play a 1-2-3-1 formation.
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